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Jaad Reg’d Golden Retrievers 

PUPPY RESERVATION AGREEMENT 
 

This agreement does NOT guarantee a puppy for the Buyer.  The deposit is a GOOD FAITH REFUNADABLE FEE. This 

means that at any time, should either the Buyer or the Breeder decide to cancel the reservation, the deposit will be returned 

to the Buyer. 
 

Buyer(s) Information 

Name:         Phone #:  

Full Address:  

 

This Reservation Agreement is made this ______ day of _______________ 20___ and is between Jennifer Manzer 

hereinafter (“Breeder”) and ________________________________________ hereinafter (“Buyer”) for the purchase of: 

One (1) CKC Registered Golden Retriever 

Date of Birth: ____________________  Gender:  ____________________  

Sire: _____________________________________  Dam: _____________________________________ 

 

Companion puppies are matched with their new owners based on temperament and suitability.  The Buyer’s input, with 
regard to gender preference and colour, as well as what the Buyer would like in a Golden Retriever puppy (not a specific 

puppy in the litter) is both appreciated and expected.  This input can be provided via the open houses, email, and through 
in person conversations with the Breeder. 

 
The BREEDER holds the right to all final decisions regarding the matching of puppies with their new owners. 

 

The Buyer must agree that they will be able to attend at least 1 (one) open house event while the pups are between the 
ages of 5 and 8 weeks.  If the Buyer cannot make any of the open house dates, they must discuss this with the Breeder 
directly and arrange another time to visit. 
 

Possible reasons the BREEDER may return the reservation fee and not provide the Buyer with a puppy could include, but is 

not limited to the following: 
1) Unable to meet with all the family members 

2) Buyer not able to visit the litter as stipulated above 
3) Undesirable behavior on the part of family members 

4) No suitable puppy match for the family 
5) During the vet check the puppy is found to have an issue which precludes it from being placed at the present time 

 

The Buyer agrees to be available on the date determined by the Breeder to pick up the puppy selected following the eight 
week Vet appointment. Should a later date be required beyond a five (5) day period, the Buyer will have the option to pay 

the Breeder a $20/night boarding fee or the option of receiving a refund for the deposit and the Buyer may select to wait 
for a future litter or seek a puppy from another Breeder. 

 

Reservation/Deposit Fee Of $500.00 received on ____________________ (date). 
Pick up date _____________________.  Balance of purchase price due on or before pick up date by email money transfer 
or cash. 
 

I / WE AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS RESERVATION AGREEMENT. 

 

Buyer(s) 

______________________________________ 

Buyer 1 – Sign & Print Name 

______________________________________ 

Buyer 2 - Sign & Print Name 

 

Breeder 

_____________________________Jennifer Manzer 

 

Signed at: _____________________________ 

Day: _____ Month:  __________ Year: _____ 


